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Annotation

The problem of studying the uncertainty theory principles and understanding the relationship between the concepts of uncertainty and error and practical application skills of the determining uncertainty method in the international harmonization pursuit and unification of measurement results evaluation were analyzed.

The estimating uncertainty results by standard methods can be sublimated into tabular form shown as uncertainty budget. To calculate the indicators that make up the uncertainty budget it is necessary to make a model equation of the studying process, to obtain numerical values for standard uncertainties of types A and B, sensitivity coefficients, total standard uncertainty and extended uncertainty. These calculations require specialists in technical specialties, with a high level of mathematical training and a lot of effort and time to solve practical problems for uncertainty assessment when solving a specific engineering problem. Therefore, it is advisable to use computer mathematics systems (CMS) to calculate the measurement uncertainty budget.

Skills possession in working with CMS Maple allows you to algorithmize the estimating measurement uncertainty process. The authors have developed a training program called UC (Uncertainty), which makes it possible to obtain results for budgeting uncertainty in the presence of a model equation of the process and measurement results.

Thus, the using CMS Maple expediency and possibility to solve the problems of applied metrology to assess the measurement results uncertainty are substantiated.
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Since 2007 the 1 January according to Order of State Committee for Technical Regulation and Consumer Policy of Ukraine since 11.07.2006 the normative document was came into force DSTU-N RMG 43:2006 Metrology. Application Manual to expression of measurement uncertainty (RMG 43-2001, IDT). In this manual legally enshrined the method of measurement estimation of results’ accuracy according to uncertainty theory provisions in metrology.

Last time in metrology both theoretical and experimental essential changes took place. These changes connected at first introducing notion “uncertainty” to estimate the quality of measurement results and measurement instruments.

In “error conception” measurement results’ accuracy was determined measurement error. That is measurement result’s deviation from real value of measured one [1].

In “uncertainty conception” measurement results’ accuracy was determined a measurement uncertainty. This conception based on postulate: measurement result is random variable. As parameter a measurement uncertainty characterized scattering the set of possible values but not certain measurement result’s value [2].

Calculation methods of uncertainty such as error estimation methods based on the same mathematical statistics methods. The same for both approaches are and actions’ sequences during measurement error and uncertainty calculations [3, 4].

Actual problem today is a lack of understanding the uncertainty principles and the relation between uncertainty and error conceptions by metrology engineers. They have not enough competence of practical applied method expression uncertainty that is a part of the desire to international harmonization and unification of measurement results estimation.

On the other hand the measurement uncertainty assessment needs huge volume calculation and using difficult mathematical operation. To simplify these works it is expedient different computer mathematic systems.

Thus this article purpose is show how we can use computer mathematic system Maple to statistical calculations in general and uncertainty one in particular.

There are many publications described principles of uncertainty theory and accuracy assessment of measurement methods. Using such kind publications metrology engineers and students are studying these theory principles.

In general the process of measurement uncertainty assessment consists a number of steps [5].

1. Specify the Process and Equation
   To estimate uncertainty, it is necessary to divide the model equation and evaluate the uncertainty of each variable.

2. Identify and Characterize the Uncertainty Sources
   After we know the measurement process, we need to identify the factors that influence uncertainty in measurement results.

3. Quantify the Magnitude of Uncertainty Components
   Before calculating measurement uncertainty, we must first determine the magnitude of each contributing factor. To accomplish this, we may need to perform some data reduction and analysis.

Once we have analyzed the data and determined the magnitude of each uncertainty source, we will want to use an uncertainty budget helping to calculate a total expanded uncertainty. Uncertainty budgets are a great tool for organizing the data and demonstrating how we calculated the measurement uncertainty estimation.
4. Convert Uncertainty Components to Standard Deviation Equivalents
After that we need to reduce each uncertainty contributor to a standard deviation equivalent. This task must be done for each uncertainty contributor that we quantified in step 3.

5. Calculate the Combined Standard Uncertainty
After we have reduced the uncertainty sources to standard deviation equivalents, it is necessary to combine them. To accomplish this, we must use the root sum of squares method or RSS.

6. Calculate the Expanded Uncertainty
On next step, it is necessary to expand a combined uncertainty to an acceptable level of confidence.

7. Evaluate Uncertainty for Appropriateness
Once we have calculated the expanded uncertainty, it is important to evaluate the uncertainty estimation for appropriateness. It gives confidence that measurement uncertainty estimation adequately represents a certain measurement process and it is not overestimated or underestimated.

In this article to simplify the uncertainty assessment it is proposing to use the computer packages. There are many computer packages calculating statistical performances.

Computer Mathematics Systems are effective method to mathematical learning and processing by technical specialists from Europe, USA, Japan, China and other countries. Unfortunately in our education system both students and teachers are known modern computer mathematics systems not enough. It very slowed down solving some problems to implement our education system and technical community in world education ones where computer mathematics systems are in active using.

Publication analysis evident about intensive investigation on the implementation of information and communication technologies in particular computer oriented education systems.

Choice of Computer Mathematics System dependent on the ultimate goal of tasks class, their appointment.

The main functions of such systems are:
- visual means data presenting (electron reference book with hypertext help system and intuitive interface, animate examples audio and video accompaniment);
- solving practical problems means, complex models research, thorough analysis of solving tasks’ variants, development of practical skills of mathematical reasoning.

CMS can be divided into seven classes: systems for numerical calculations; table processors; matrix systems; systems for statistical calculations; systems for special calculations; systems for analytical calculations (computer algebra); universal systems [6].

CMS comparison was shown in table [7].

Compared to other mathematical software packages, CMS Maple has several advantages that are of particular importance when solving statistical applied problems in the field of metrology, namely: possibility of symbolic calculations, operation of numbers with arbitrary accuracy, representation of graphs in dynamic mode, etc [8].

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CMS</th>
<th>Advantages</th>
<th>Disadvantages</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Matlab</td>
<td>Unique matrix tools, descriptor graphics, high speed calculations, adaptation to user’s tasks and number of system packages.</td>
<td>Limited opportunities of symbolic calculations. High cost of the system and their packages.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

There are many manuals the metrology students and engineers using the uncertainty theory fundamentals and estimation method of uncertainty theory. Using standard method the estimation of measurement uncertainty we can transform to table form which represented as uncertainty budget [5]. To calculate the factors including to an uncertainty budget students must made a model equation of studying process, obtained numerical values to standard uncertainty A and B types, sensitivity factor (as derivative part of output value from every input values), summary standard uncertainty and expanded uncertainty. Such calculations require from specialists to have a high level of mathematical education and spend a lot of effort and time to solve practical tasks to estimate an uncertainty during to solve specific engineering tasks. Thus it is relevant metrology specialists to use computer mathematical system (CMS) to write an measurement uncertainty budget.

CMS Maple allowed to make algorithm an uncertainty estimation process. The program called UC (Uncertainty) has been developed by authors, allowed to obtain an uncertainty budget results. Input data are
modeling equation, measuring results (input quantities). This program calculates such values: input values estimate, output values estimate, standard uncertainty, expanded uncertainty.

This program output results are uncertainty budget and graphical illustration of evaluating standard uncertainty.

Conclusion

Thus it was justified expediency and possibility using CMS Maple to solve applied metrology tasks to estimate measurement results’ uncertainty and the importance of learning the metrology students, engineers and the other ones of technical subjects to use UC program for optimisation of metrology tasks solving problems.
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